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RECONSTRUCTING REPUBLICAN ORATORY IN CASSIUS DIἡ’S Rἡεχἠ
HISTORY

CHRISTOPHER BURDEN-STREVENS
It is an under-recognised fact that, where the source material was sufficiently rich or the
occasion of a speech particularly renowned, ancient historians often used written testimonies
to particular oratorical events in the composition of their own set-piece speeches. There was
always room for embellishment, invention, and outright fabrication—prevalent more in the
formal orations than in any other aspect of ancient historiography. But some evidently
adhered to the Thucydidean principle of having their speakἷὄὅ ἵatἵh ‘thἷ giὅt’—thἷ
—of what was actually said in the historical moment. 1 Taἵituὅ’ ὅpἷἷἵh Ἰoὄ thἷ ἷmpἷὄoὄ
Claudius, which advocates the admission of Gauls to the Senate, is by far the most famous
example of this.2 We know from a lacunosἷ tὄanὅἵὄipt oἸ thἷ ἷmpἷὄoὄ’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh ἷtἵhἷἶ in
bronze (the Lyons Tablet) that Claudius did indeed speak on this theme before the Senate in
AD 48, and we also know what he said.3 It is clear from the parallels between Tacitus and the
Lyons Tablet that the Annales pὄἷὅἷὄvἷἶ thἷ main ἷlἷmἷntὅ oἸ ἑlauἶiuὅ’ aὄgumἷnt Ἰoὄ thἷ
ἷnἸὄanἵhiὅἷmἷnt oἸ ἕaulὅ ἴut paἵkagἷἶ thἷὅἷ in Taἵituὅ’ own (inauthἷntiἵ) ὅtylἷέ 4 Half a
century or so later, the Greek historian Arrian adopted a similar practice, but on a more
impressive scale: the many speeches and dialogues of Alexander and his associates in the
Indica and Anabasis seem to have ultimately derived from the accounts of eyewitness
ἵontἷmpoὄaὄiἷὅ oἸ χlἷxanἶἷὄ’ὅ ἵampaignὅ (ἠἷaὄἵhuὅ), or from slightly later writers using
reports of these in the contemporary Royal Journal (Aristobulus, Ptolemy). Like Tacitus,
Arrian appears to have drawn the essential outline of what was said from an eyewitness or
contemporary source, and then refashioned this into a new oration with his own rhetorical
packaging.5
Thiὅ kinἶ oἸ ‘ὄἷἵonὅtὄuἵtἷἶ’ oὄatoὄy, ἶἷpἷnἶἷnt upon haὄἶ ἷviἶἷnἵἷ Ἰoὄ an oὄiginal aἵt
of speech, is interesting in its own right in terms of historiographical praxis; but it also
possesses great potential for Roman historians in search of new sources of evidence for the
puἴliἵ ὅpἷἷἵh oἸ thἷ δatἷ Rἷpuἴliἵέ ἡnἷ ὅuἵh ὅouὄἵἷ iὅ ἑaὅὅiuὅ Dio’ὅ ἷighty-book Roman
1

Thuc. 1.22.1.
Tac. Ann. 11.23–24
3
CIL 13.1668.
4
Cf. Miller 1956 for summaries of the older scholarship, and Griffin 1982 and 1990: 484–5 for discussion of the
content.
5
For the full discussion, see Hammond 1999. See also Brunt 1983: 529.
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History—one of our richest and most important accounts of the period from 69 BC to the end
oἸ χuguὅtuὅ’ ὄἷignέ χt Ἰiὄὅt glanἵἷ it ὅἷἷmὅ an unlikἷly, iἸ not unὄἷliaἴlἷ witnἷὅὅ to thἷ
oratory of the Late Republic. By the time of its composition in the third century AD, genuine
deliberative oratory had long ceased to exist, replaced by the declamatory melet . Cassius
Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ, likἷ his history as a whole, were composed in a polished Attic indebted to the
style of Demosthenes and Thucydides6—a fact which has led scholars, quite wrongly, to
assume that the formal orations have more to do with ἢlato’ὅ χthἷnὅ than ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ Romἷέ 7
Moreover, the Hellenic cultural landscape within which the historian worked, the so-called
Second Sophistic, distanced him from the Republic in intellectual as well as temporal terms.8
Scholars have consequently been reluctant to accept that Dio used Latin texts of the first
century BC as source material for his own speeches.9 Evἷn Dio’ὅ hoὅtilἷ hanἶling oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo
haὅ ἴἷἷn ἵallἷἶ a ‘ἵomplἷtἷ Ἰailuὄἷ’, ἷxplainἷἶ away ἴy hiὅ (mἷὄἷly hypothἷtiἵal) ἶἷpἷnἶἷnἵἷ
upon anti-Ciceronian Greek rhetors of the Imperial period,10 rather than by a genuine
Ἰamiliaὄity with thἷ oὄatoὄ’ὅ woὄkέ Thἷὅἷ aὅὅumptionὅ havἷ ἷxἷὄtἷἶ a paὄalytiἵ ἷἸἸἷἵt upon
attempts to revisit the Roman History as a useful source of information on Republican
oratory. Wἷ havἷ ἴἷἷn lἷἶ to aὅὅumἷ that, whἷn a ὅtatἷὅman ὅpἷakὅ in Dio’ὅ hiὅtoὄy, hiὅ
words are pure invention and have little relationship with the actual tenor of public debate in
that period. This scepticism persists today.11
In fact, such scepticism is over-conservative and closes off a potentially fruitful
ὅouὄἵἷ on δatἷ Rἷpuἴliἵan oὄatoὄy anἶ itὅ ὄἷἵἷptionέ Two ὅἷtὅ oἸ ἶἷἴatἷὅ in Dio’ὅ tἷxt ὄaiὅἷ
new and important questions not only concerning its usefulness as a source for public speech,
but also about the role played by contemporary rhetorical material in historiographical
speeches more generally. The first is the tripartite debate between Pompeius, A. Gabinius,
and Q. Lutatius Catulus on the lex Gabinia of 67 BC (36.25–36a). The second is the
‘ἢhilippiἵ’ anἶ ‘anti-ἢhilippiἵ’ ἷxἵhangἷ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo anἶ Qέ ἔuἸiuὅ ἑalἷnuὅ, ὅἷt in thἷ ἶὄamatiἵ
context of the Senate meeting of 1–3 January 43 BC (45.18–46.28). The similarity of these
ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ in Dio to ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ De imperio Cn. Pompei and Philippics has long been

6

Received critically: Melber 1891: 290–7; Litsch 1893; Kyhnitzsch 1894; Vlachos 1905; Millar 1964: 42;
Manuwald 1979: 280–4; Aalders 1986: 294; Lintott 1997: 2499–500; Rodgers 2008: 313–ΰκέ ἔoὄ Dio’ὅ (ὅἷlἸconfessed) cultivation of Attic, cf. Cass. Dio 55.12.4–5; Swain 1996.
7
Greenhalgh 1980: 81; McKechnie 1981.
8
So Millar 1964: 174; Reardon 1971: 206; Reinhold 1988: 11; Gowing 1992: 290; Sidebottom 2007: 77.
9
For a few examples, cf. Heimbach 1878: 29; Haupt 1884: 689–λἁν Ziἷli ὅki ΰλΰἀ3: 280–8; Millar 1961: 15;
Millar 1964: 81; Fechner 1986: 44 n. 35; Gowing 1992: 227–8, 239; Rodgers 2008: 296.
10
Millar 1964: 55; initially Haupt 1884: 689–λἁ anἶ Ziἷli ὅki ΰλΰἀ3: 280–8.
11
Most recently Rodgers 2008; Fomin 2015; Fomin 2016.
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recognised.12 But a bare list or table of the parallels between these texts will not suffice.
Rather, what is lacking is a fuller rhetorical analysis of these discourses in relation to their
sources (which the De imperio and Philippics certainly were) and an assessment of the
implications of such an analysis for our potential use of Cassius Dio and later Greek
historians as legitimate sources of evidence for public speech in the Late Republic.
The aims of this chapter are threefold. Firstly, it seeks to show that Cassius Dio drew
ἶiὄἷἵtly Ἰὄom ἑiἵἷὄo in thἷὅἷ ἶἷἴatἷὅ, not only ἵonὅtὄuἵting thἷ ‘ἑiἵἷὄonian’ ἵaὅἷ in ἷaἵh
instance, but also reconstructing the opposing case from quotations and testimonies found in
his sources. We do not need to suppose the use of lost intermediary texts (if so, which?) of
Greek rhetors of the Imperial period (if so, who?).13 The historian refashioned two Ciceronian
suasoriae—the De imperio and the Second Philippic—into two sets of controuersiae,
producing five speeches which were attempts at a faithful reproduction of the arguments used
by both sides of the debate. This fact alone would be striking, and would demonstrate more
sophistication than we see in Tacitus and Arrian. But a further aim is to demonstrate that
Dio’ὅ ‘vἷὄὅionὅ’ oἸ thἷὅἷ ἑiἵἷὄonian ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ ὄἷἸlἷἵt thἷ ovἷὄall ὄhἷtoὄiἵal ὅtὄatἷgy oἸ thἷiὄ
models. Cassius Dio preserved the rhetorical figures and turns of phrase used by Cicero to
make specific arguments, and retained these in situ, underlining the particular point that they
emphasised in the original. He also seems to have attempted to mirror the overall structure of
his sources by replicating the original sequence of their argumentation, and characterised his
speakers in these debates in a manner consonant with testimonies to their oratory found in
contemporary sources. This is particularly surprising for an ancient historian, and suggests
that Dio endeavoured to capture the genuine character of Republican debate to an extent not
hitherto recognised. Third and finally, this chapter will reflect—albeit only speculatively—on
the implications of this material for our use of Dio and other Imperial Greek historians as
potential sources for otherwise lost oratorical traditions form the Late Republic.

THE INTELLECTUAL CONTEXT

Before comparing these speeches in the Roman History with their source material, it will be
worthwhile to set out briefly what we know of the resources on which the historian could
draw. First and most importantly, it is clear that Dio had the ability and the desire to read
12

Fischer 1870: 1–28; van Ooteghem 1954: 170 n. 1; Millar 1964: 54; Stekelenburg 1971: 80; Fechner 1986:
64; Gowing 1992: 238 n. 34; Rodgers 2008: 308–12; Kemezis 2014: 113 n. 53; Montecalvo 2014: 25–47;
Coudry forthcoming.
13
So Haupt 1884: 689–λἁ anἶ Ziἷli ὅki ΰλΰἀ3: 280–8.
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Cicero and other Latin texts without intermediary assistance. Peculiarly omitted from an
otherwise comprehensive list of Greek authors who knew Latin compiled in one study, 14 Dio
nevertheless advertises his bilingualism repeatedly: by explaining Latin etymologies,15 by
choosing to use Roman rather than Greek place-names—which probably emerged from his
long career in the provincial administration—,16 and by rationalising Latin terms. 17
Frequently, Dio simply transliterates Latin institutional vocabulary into Greek.18 Of course he
waὅ not thἷ Ἰiὄὅt to ἶo ὅo, ἴut it iὅ haὄἶly ὅἷnὅiἴlἷ to aὅὅumἷ that thiὅ ἷmἷὄgἷὅ Ἰὄom Dio’ὅ
ignorance of Roman institutional vocabulary or his inability to understand it: the historian
was the son of a Roman senator and consul, drawn from a family who may have held the
ἵitiὐἷnὅhip ὅinἵἷ ἠἷὄo’ὅ timἷ,19 and was himself twice a consul and a senator for forty
years.20 Dio belonged to a long tradition of Greek historians of Rome who read and
appreciated Latin;21 furthermore, he makes reference to Roman literature in terms which
suggest familiarity.22
Secondly, we have reasonable clues that the texts under discussion here were in
ἵiὄἵulation aὄounἶ Dio’ὅ timἷέ Thἷ ἵontinuing populaὄity of the De imperio is confirmed by a
letter from the rhetorician Fronto to his pupil Marcus Aurelius, which was originally sent
with a copy of the oration,23 and it was read long after the Severan period.24 Equally, other
Ciceronian texts, such as the letters, were available and popular in elite circles before and
aἸtἷὄ Dio’ὅ ἶayέ Thἷὄἷ will ἴἷ moὄἷ to ὅay on thἷ ὅuἴjἷἵt oἸ thἷ ὅuὄvival oἸ ὅuἵh matἷὄial via
historians later. Fundamentally, as curator of the eastern intellectual hubs of Pergamum and
Smyrna, and as an imperial amicus and comes in Rome and Nicomedia, Dio was naturally

14

Rochette 1997: 229–248.
Cass. Dio 41.49.3, 46.55.5, 48.12.5, 49.36.4–5.
16
n. 10 above, with Swain 1996: 403 and Burden-Strevens 2015: 290–6.
17
Cass. Dio 53.18.1, 55.3.4–ἃέ ἡn Dio’ὅ δatin, ὅἷἷ Ἰuὄthἷὄ εillaὄ ἀίίἃμ ἁἀ–3; Burden-Strevens 2016: 39–44.
18
Vrind 1923: 22f.; also Millar 1964: 40–2. For Dio and Attic equivalents for such terms see Aalders 1986:
295–7; Freyburger-Galland 1997; Jones forthcoming.
19
Millar 1964: 8–9 with nn. for the discussion.
20
ἔoὄ Dio’ὅ liἸἷ anἶ ἵaὄἷἷὄ, ἵἸέ εillaὄ ΰλἄἂμ ἃ–ἀἅέ Dio’ὅ Ἰathἷὄ was governor of Dalmatia (Cass. Dio 69.1.3) as
well as legatus of Cilicia (69.1.3, 73[72].7.2); he may also have obtained the consulship (IGRR 3.654). Cassius
Dio himself was probably praetor in AD 194 (74[73].12.2) and held his second consulship in AD 229
(80[79].5.1). For a prosopography of both, cf. PIR2 C 413 and PIR2 ἑ ἂλἀέ Thἷ ἶatἷὅ oἸ Dio’ὅ Ἰiὄὅt ἵonὅulὅhip
and other provincial commands are unclear: for this debate cf. Schwartz 1899: 1684–6; Vrind 1923: 163–8;
Gabba 1955: 289–301; Eisman 1977: 657–73; Reinhold 1988: 1–4; Swan 2004: 1–3.
21
Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.4.2–3, 1.7.2–3; Plut. Dem. 2.2–4; Diod. Sic. 1.4.4.
22
Cass. Dio 43.9.3 (on Sallust), 44.35.3 (on the Res Gestae), 76[75].10.2 (on Virgil). However, translations of
Virgil and Sallust were of course available in the first and second centuries AD respectively (cf. Suda Z 73), and
the Res Gestae had always had a bilingual history.
23
MacCormack 2013: 252; Montecalvo 2014: 46.
24
MacCormack 2013: 264–5; Montecalvo 2014: 45.
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well-placed to capitalise upon the opportunities offered to a bookish historian of Rome by the
literary circles of the imperial court.25
The circumstances under which Cassius Dio wrote ideally placed him to acquire and
read Latin rhetorical material from the Late Republic. He never states outright that he was
aware of the De imperio, the Philippics, or the letters as published artefacts, but this is
implicit. Dio certainly knew that Cicero delivered a speech in support of the lex Manilia of 66
BC (the De imperio) and says so.26 It is not too speculative to suggest that he was aware of
the Philippics, since he depicts them in the polemic between Cicero and Calenus in Books
45–46. He also ὅἷἷmὅ to havἷ known oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ lἷttἷὄὅ, aὅ ἵaὅual ὄἷἸἷὄἷnἵἷὅ to thἷm in that
polemic show.27 A response of Marcus Aurelius to Fronto confirms that the letters continued
to be appreciated in the second century,28 as indeed they had been by Quintilian and Seneca.29
ἠoὄ waὅ thἷ appὄἷἵiation oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ lἷttἷὄὅ restricted merely to rhetoricians or students of
rhetoric as such: Ammianus Marcellinus quotes a letter of Cicero to Nepos in his history
which does not survive elsewhere.30 The above instances do not, however, confirm an
effective knowledge of these texts, but merely demonstrate its possibility. For evidence of the
influence which contemporary Republican sources had upon ἑaὅὅiuὅ Dio’ὅ pὄἷὅἷntation oἸ
oratory in the first century BC, we must turn to the speeches themselves.
RECONSTRUCTING PRAISE AND BLAME: DIO & CICERO’S SPEECHES
We begin with the speeches of Pompeius, the tribune A. Gabinius, and the consular Q.
Lutatius Catulus on the lex Gabinia—the controversial innovation of 67 BC, which granted
Pompeius an extraordinary command over the Mediterranean to combat piracy.31 Scholars
have long recognised that much of the content of these orations ultimately derives from the
De imperio, but they havἷ ἴἷἷn avἷὄὅἷ to poὅiting ἶiὄἷἵt uὅἷ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo on Dio’ὅ paὄtέ ἡlἶἷὄ
ὅἵholaὄὅhip inὅiὅtἷἶ that ὅinἵἷ thἷ hiὅtoὄian muὅt havἷ ‘Ἰollowἷἶ’ ἐook ἃ of Salluὅt’ὅ
Historiae for the narrative of that year, he cannot have used Cicero for the speeches but
ὅimply aἵὃuiὄἷἶ thἷm ἴy way oἸ Salluὅt’ὅ own ὄἷἸaὅhioning oἸ thἷmέ 32 This is begging the

25

For Dio and the intellectual life of the court, see most recently Jones (2016).
Cass. Dio 36.43.2.
27
Cass. Dio 46.8.1, 46.18.4.
28
Haines 1919: 1.100.
29
Gowing 2013: 239–50.
30
Amm. Marc. 21.16.13.
31
ἔoὄ thἷ ὅἵopἷ oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ imperium, cf. Jameson 1970; Ferrary 2007.
32
So Grasshof 1867: 39–41; Haupt 1882: 143; Gelzer 1943: 34.
26
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ὃuἷὅtionμ only twἷnty ὅhoὄt Ἰὄagmἷntὅ Ἰὄom Salluὅt’ὅ aἵἵount oἸ ἄἅ ἐἑ survive, and we can
only guess the precise referents of those which seem to pertain to the lex Gabinia debate
(5.20–4M).33 More recent work has been sceptical of the possibility that Dio used Cicero
directly,34 and Montecalvo, who shows that there is a significant burden of proof required to
propose a source other than (ultimately) Cicero, avoids positing a direct relationship.35 In
general, current scholarship either merely notes that the texts of Dio and Cicero are so similar
as to suggest a source relationship (with directness unaddressed),36 or provide only a list of
parallels in content.37 What has been left unanswered is the extent to which the historian
modelled, rhetorically, this occasion of oratory around his readings in and understanding of
the contemporary Republican evidence, and used the De imperio as a source not only for the
‘ἑiἵἷὄonian’ ὅiἶἷ oἸ thἷ aὄgumἷnt, ἴut alὅo Ἰoὄ thἷ oppoὅitἷ ὅiἶἷ, ὄἷἵonὅtὄuἵtἷἶ Ἰὄom
tἷὅtimoniἷὅ in hiὅ ὅouὄἵἷ tἷxtέ In Ἰaἵt, Dio’ὅ mἷthoἶ with thἷ lex Gabinia speeches can be
paralleled elsewhere in his history and in other historians.
Before comparing the texts, a note on chronology must be dealt with. Cicero delivered
the De imperio not in 67 BC to advocate the lex Gabinia, but in 66 BC to support the lex
Manilia. Dio was probably aware of this, since he mentions that Cicero, as well as Caesar,
spoke in support of the latter law.38 Thἷ hiὅtoὄian thuὅ tὄanὅpoὅἷἶ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ aὄgumἷntὅ to a
different law, date, and speakers. But the situations were analogous. In Dio, Gabinius and
ἢompἷiuὅ aὅὅumἷ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὄolἷ in aἶvoἵating ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ, whilἷ hiὅ ἑatulus represents
thἷ ‘hiὅtoὄiἵal’ oppoὅitionέ ἡn thἷ onἷ hanἶ, thἷ ὅimilaὄity oἸ thἷ two ἵontἷxtὅ ἷxplainὅ thiὅ
choice. Both laws were controversial grants of power proposed by Pompeian tribunes: as
such, to Dio both Gabinius and Cicero played parallel roles in the same period. On the other,
the De imperio was probably the only extensive material Dio could find that pertained to
either law, and their temporal contiguity (67/66 BC) readily suggested their conflation.
33

Sall. Hist. 5.20–24M:
[20] quibus de causis Sullam dictatorem uni sibi descendere equo, assurgere sella, caput aperire solitum
(uncertain).
[21] [speciem et] celebritatem nominis intellego timentem (= Cass. Dio 36.27.1 or 36.33.3, possibly Gabinius in
pὄaiὅἷ oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ ‘avἷὄὅion’ to Ἰuὄthἷὄ poὅitionὅ oἸ authoὄity, oὄ ἑatuluὅ on thἷ unpopulaὄity oἸ a ἶiἵtatorship
to resolve the crisis).
[22] video ingentia dona quaesitum properantem (pἷὄhapὅ ἑatuluὅ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴing ἢompἷiuὅ’ amἴition)έ
[23] sane bonus ea tempestate contra pericula et ambitionem (= Cass. Dio 36.30.5, describing Catulus?).
[24] nam si in Pompeio quid humani euenisset (= Cass. Dio 36.36a; also Vell. Pat. 2.32.1–3; Val. Max. 8.15.9;
Plut. Pomp. 25.10; surely a well-attested admonishment of Catulus against the law).
34
ἔἷἵhnἷὄ ΰλκἄμ ἂἂ nέ ἁἃμ ‘oἴ man ἶἷὅhalἴ auἸ ἷinἷ ἶiὄἷktἷ ἐἷnutὐung ἑiἵἷὄoὅ ἶuὄἵh Dio Ἰ ὄ ἶiἷὅἷ Stἷllἷ
schließen darf, ist fraglich.’
35
Montecalvo 2014: 25–47.
36
Kemezis 2014: 113 n. 53; Coudry forthcoming.
37
van Ooteghem 1954: 170 n. 1; Rodgers 2008: 308–12; Montecalvo 2014: 25–47.
38
Cass. Dio 36.43.2.
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Rather than treat both laws at length, Dio thus collapsed two examples of the same problem
into a single vignette, and explored this problem when it first arose in the historical narrative.
Thiὅ ἷxplainὅ thἷ ἴὄἷvity oἸ Dio’ὅ tὄἷatmἷnt oἸ thἷ lex Manilia, which he viewed (reductively)
as a simple parallel to the scenario of 67 BC (Cass. Dio 36.42–43).
This kind of distortion seems peculiar, but it can be found throughout ancient
historiography. In the Bellum Catilinae, to give only one example, Sallust provides Catilina
with a single speech in the Senate meeting of 8 November 63 BC, during which Catiline,
aἸtἷὄ Salluὅt’ὅ ὄἷnἶἷὄing oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ First Catilinarian, makes his defence to vigorous
senatorial opposition (obstrepere omnes), anἶ ἵloὅἷὅ with thἷ (in)Ἰamouὅ thὄἷat, ‘incendium
meum ruina restinguam’ (Sallέ Cat. 31.5–9). In fact, Catilina spoke at two separate Senate
meetings. According to the Pro Murena, the apology and the hostile reaction (congemuit
senatus) oἵἵuὄὄἷἶ on κ ἠovἷmἴἷὄ aἸtἷὄ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵhν ἴut ἑatilina thὄἷatἷnἷἶ ruina several
days pὄἷviouὅly, in ὄἷὅponὅἷ to ἑato’ὅ movἷ to pὄoὅἷἵutἷ him (ἑiἵέ Mur. 51). Presumably this
ἵollapὅing oἸ ἑatilina’ὅ two ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ into onἷ waὅ thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ own woὄkέ Dio, aὅ wἷ ὅhall
see later, took similar liberties elsewhere in his history, tooμ hiὅ ‘ἢhilippiἵ’ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo (ἂἃέΰκ–
47) is set in the context of the Fifth Philippic—the Senate meeting of 1–3 January 43 BC—
but with the addressee of the Eighth Philippic, Calenus. Like Sallust, Cassius Dio took
certain liberties to compress the maximum amount of information about the debates on an
issue into the minimum amount of space.
ἡn to Dio’ὅ lex Gabiniaέ Dio ἴἷginὅ with ἢompἷiuὅ’ ὅhoὄt recusatio imperii (36.25–
26), a calculated attempt to acquire the proposed honour of the lex Gabinia by appearing to
aἵἵἷpt it only unἶἷὄ ἵompulὅionέ ἢompἷiuὅ’ oὄation in thἷ contio opens with a short and
wholly commonplace captatio beneuolentiae that has no relation to the De imperio. The
ἵἷntὄal aὄgumἷnt that Ἰollowὅ, howἷvἷὄ, iὅ muἵh inἶἷἴtἷἶ to ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ownμ
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Cass. Dio 36.25.1–4

quid tam nouum quam adulescentulum
priuatum exercitum difficili rei publicae
tempore conficere? confecit. huic praeesse?
praefuit. rem optime ductu suo gerere? gessit.
quid tam praeter consuetudinem quam
, homini peradulescenti cuius aetas a senatorio
gradu longe abesset imperium atque
exercitum dari, Siciliam permitti atque
ν Africam bellum que in ea prouincia
administrandum? fuit in his prouinciis
singulari innocentia, grauitate, uirtute, bellum
in Africa maximum confecit, uictorem
exercitum deportauit. quid uero tam
inauditum quam equitem Romanum . . .
triumphare? . . . quid tam inusitatum quam ut,
cum duo consules clarissimi fortissimique
essent, eques Romanus ad bellum maximum
, formidolosissimumque
pro
consule
mitteretur? missus est.
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 61–2

For I have toiled since my infancy, and you
ought to be favouring others as well. Or do
you not recall how much hardship I endured
in the war against Cinna even though I was
just a youth? Or how I exerted myself in
Sicily and in Africa, even though I had not
yet come of age? Or how many risks I ran in
Spain, although not yet a senator? I will not
say that you have been ungrateful to me for
these services. Why would I? Quite the
opposite. For in addition to the many and
great other benefits of which you have
deemed me worthy, the greatest distinction
was conferred upon me by your choice to
entrust me with the war against Sertorius—
when there was no one else willing or able to
undertake it—and by your choice to give me
a triumph for that campaign, contrary to
custom. But as I have endured many
anxieties and many hardships, I am worn
away in body . . .

What could be so novel as for a little stripling
of a private citizen to enlist an army in a time
of difficulty for the Republic? He enlisted it.
To command it? He commanded it. To
conduct the whole affair excellently under his
own leadership? He conducted it. What could
be so uncustomary as to give imperium and
an army to a mere lad, whose youth still kept
him far away from senatorial rank? To have
Sicily and Africa entrusted to him and the
war to be carried out there, too? In these
provinces he conducted himself with singular
trustworthiness, distinction, and valour.
What, truly, could be so unheard of as for a
Roman eques to triumph? . . . What was ever
so unusual as a situation in which, when
there were already two highly distinguished
and brave consuls, a Roman eques should be
sent as proconsul to a most important and
formidable war? He was sent.

The similarities between these passages require examination in detail.39 It is clear that Dio
modelled his Pompeius around the De imperio not only in the arguments used—which are
successive, proceeding in the Ciceronian order—but in much of the rhetorical strategy

39

Pace van Ooteghem 1954: 170 n. 1; Rodgers 2008: 308–9; Montecalvo 2014: 34–5.
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pursued. Both adopt a string of anaphora in

anἶ quid, particularly emphasised in the first

halἸ oἸ thἷiὄ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ ἶuὄing thἷ paὄallἷl ἷxpoὅition oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ youthἸul ἷxἵἷptionalityέ
This leads to Pompeius’ unpὄἷἵἷἶἷntἷἶ ἵommanἶ in ώiὅpania againὅt Sἷὄtoὄiuὅ, though not
yἷt oἸ ὅἷnatoὄial ὄank, in thἷ miἶἶlἷ oἸ ἴoth aὄgumἷntὅέ Thἷ ἷnumἷὄation oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’
youthful commands is also provided chronologically in each. While this is hardly a telling
similarity in itself, the additional detail both provide certainly is: assuming that difficili rei
publicae tempore denotes the Sullan civil wars, both texts move from the early 80s to Sicily,
Africa, and then Sertorius, with an identical note in both at this stage on the unprecedented
equestrian triumph. Closing with Sertorius, each also refers obliquely to the failure of
Metellus Pius in Hispania when Pompeius was awarded proconsular imperium there in 78
BC.40 Thἷὄἷ iὅ a poὅὅiἴility that Dio’ὅ vἷὄὅion miὄὄoὄὅ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ use of brachylogy with the
ὅuἶἶἷn intἷὄjἷἵtion

ν

in otherwise lengthy clauses (so confecit, gessit,

ἷtἵέ), although thiὅ iὅ lἷὅὅ ἵonἵluὅivἷέ ἔinally, ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἵloὅing ἷxhoὄtation to thἷ Quiὄitἷὅ
to ἷlἷἵt ὅomἷonἷ ἷlὅἷ, ‘ὅinἵἷ ὅuὄἷly I am not the only man with military experience . . . not to
ὅἷἷm to Ἰavouὄ anyonἷ ἴy naming namἷὅ’, miὄὄoὄὅ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ phὄaὅing ἷaὄliἷὄ in thἷ De imperio
(ego autem nomino neminem; qua re irasci mihi nemo poterit).41
Of equal interest for our purposes is the ἶἷgὄἷἷ to whiἵh Dio ἵaptuὄἷὅ ἢompἷiuὅ’
persona as a Republican orator. Whether Pompeius actually spoke in the contio before the
vote on the lex Gabinia is unclear. Certainly Dio thought so, although Plutarch writes that he
only made a public address the day after.42 Appian wrongly omits the debate altogether. 43
Probably the dynast spoke at some point in connection with the law. Be that as it may, much
oἸ what wἷ know aἴout ἢompἷiuὅ’ oὄatoὄy iὅ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷntἷἶ hἷὄἷέ Thἷ recusatio imperii was a
favoured Pompeian tactic,44 especially in the contio, where he could compensate for his
rather average oratorical ability by making direct appeals to the people and advertising his
military achievements.45 This oratorical profile—the dissimulatio, the popular appeal in the
contio, the enumeration of military services—aὄἷ all pὄἷὅἷnt in Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵhέ What wἷ appἷaὄ
to havἷ iὅ a ἵonὅἵiouὅ ἵhoiἵἷ on thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ paὄt to align a ὅpἷἷἵh oἸ hiὅ own ἵompoὅition,
ὅuppoὄting ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἷxtὄaoὄἶinaὄy powἷὄ in thἷ ἄίὅ, with thἷ ἵontἷmpoὄary evidence for the

40

Sall. Hist. 1.77.22M; Plut. Pomp. 17. Cf. Cic. Phil. 11.18: quia consules recusabant.
Cass. Dio 36.26.4; Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 37; first observed by Montecalvo 2014: 32.
42
Plut. Pomp. 26. Dio and Plutarch also differ on the chronology: probably wrongly, Dio collapses the debate
and the vote into a single day—in Plutarch they take two—but see earlier for the Sallustian precedent (Sall. Cat.
31.5–9).
43
App. Mith. 94.
44
Vervaet 2010; also Rich 2010.
45
On this point Blom 2011 is especially important.
41
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aὄgumἷntὅ uὅἷἶ in a ὅimilaὄ hiὅtoὄiἵal ὅituation, anἶ with ὅuἵh tἷὅtimoniἷὅ oἸ thἷ ὅpἷakἷὄ’ὅ
oratorical style as he was able to find.46 As we shall see, this is not the only occasion on
which Dio seems to have aimed to capture a Republiἵan oὄatoὄ’ὅ iἶiolἷἵtέ
The exhortation of Gabinius that follows this recusatio provides more ample evidence
oἸ Dio’ὅ ἶiὄἷἵt uὅἷ oἸ thἷ De imperio. The parallels in argumentative and rhetorical strategy
aὄἷ moὄἷ numἷὄouὅ, anἶ ἕaἴiniuὅ’ ὄolἷ in ἄἅ ἐἑ iὅ ἵlἷarer: he certainly spoke in contione in
support of his own law (Cic. Red. sen. 11). The extent to which Cassius Dio captures the
tὄiἴunἷ’ὅ oὄatoὄiἵal pἷὄὅona is more complex, since fewer testimonies survive. Cicero is
biased, although there may be some truth in his assertion that, like Pompeius, Gabinius was
not naturally quick on his feet as a speaker, nor adept in the courts (Cic. Q Fr. 3.2.2–3 [SB
22], 3.4.3 [SB 24])έ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ aἵἵount oἸ thἷ tὄiἴunἷ’ὅ pἷὄἸoὄmanἵἷ in thἷ contio in 58 BC,
mocking his attempt to affect grauitas to mask his drunkenness, is perhaps more exaggeration
than barefaced lie (Cic. Red. sen. 13). None of this translates to the rogatio of Dio’ὅ
Gabinius: it is a composed and artificial piece of eloquence.
What Dio does takἷ Ἰὄom thἷ ‘ἑiἵἷὄonian’ pὄoἸilἷ oἸ ἕaἴiniuὅ iὅ hiὅ ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄέ ἑiἵἷὄo
describes him as a turbulent tribune, who proposed commands for Pompeius out of
partisanship, and as a corrupt demagogue (Cic. Red. sen. 10, 12; Sest. 18, 28–29; also Plut.
Pomp. 25.6–ἅν Valέ εaxέ κέΰέaἴὅέἁ)έ Thiὅ iὅ Ἰully ὄἷpliἵatἷἶ in Dio’ὅ aἵἵountμ ἕaἴiniuὅ iὅ
characterised as a reprobate who colluded with Pompeius, advocating the lex Gabinia in the
pursuit of selfish interests over the public good. In keeping with that persona, Gabinius
strikes a falsely patriotic tone after his proemium that is simply too similar to the De imperio
to be coincidental:
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Pace Millar 1961: 15 n. 46.
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utinam, Quirites, uirorum fortium atque
, innocentium copiam tantam haberetis ut haec
uobis deliberatio difficilis esset quemnam
, potissimum tantis rebus ac tanto bello
praeficiendum putaretis! nunc uero cum sit
,
unus Cn. Pompeius qui non modo eorum
,
hominum qui nunc sunt gloriam sed etiam
antiquitatis memoriam uirtute superarit, quae
,
res est quae cuiusquam animum in hac causa
,
dubium facere possit? ego enim sic existimo,
, in summo imperatore quattuor has res inesse
oportere, scientiam rei militaris, uirtutem,
auctoritatem, felicitatem.
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 27–8
Cass. Dio 36.27.5–6

For I would wish that you had many good
men, and if it were necessary to pray for it,
then that is what I would do. But since that
blessing is not a praying matter and does not
come of its own accord to anyone, but rather
requires that one be naturally inclined to it,
and learn what is relevant, and practice what
is required, and above all must enjoy
felicitas—all of which I suppose very seldom
occur in the same one man—you must,
therefore, all cleave to him with one accord,
and make use of him, whenever such a man
is found—even if he himself does not wish it.
For this form of compulsion is the finest that
can occur to him who employs it, and to him
who suffers it . . .

I wish, citizens, that you had such a great
abundance of brave and honest men that the
choice of who you thought most suitable to
set at the head of such momentous affairs and
so great a war were a difficult one! But since
at this time there is this one Gnaeus
Pompeius, who has surpassed not only the
glory of those men now living but even the
recollection of our history, what is there that
ἵan makἷ anyonἷ’ὅ minἶ ἶouἴtἸul in thiὅ
case? For I think that the greatest general
must have the following four qualities: a
knowledge of military affairs, valour,
authority, and felicitas.

Sἷvἷὄal pointὅ aὄἷ oἸ intἷὄἷὅt hἷὄἷέ ἐoth aἶvἷὄtiὅἷmἷntὅ oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ viὄtuἷὅ ἴἷgin with
apoὄia, ἷxpὄἷὅὅἷἶ in

anἶ utinam, and wish that Rome had more men of

Pompeius’ ἵaliἴὄἷέ It iὅ ὅtὄiking that ἴoth aὄgumἷntὅ opἷn with thἷ ὅamἷ ὄhἷtoὄiἵal Ἰiguὄἷ
before moving on to stress the exceptionality of Pompeius alone, in roughly the middle of the
thought. Moreover, the point that follows in both Dio and Cicero concludes that no one
should hesitate to make use of such a character when he is available to the res publica. The
aὄgumἷnt oἸ Dio’ὅ ἕaἴiniuὅ, that all oἸ thἷ viὄtuἷὅ oἸ thἷ iἶἷal lἷaἶἷὄ aὄἷ pὄἷὅἷnt in
, is of course the main thrust of De imp. Cn. Pomp. 28–49 as a whole, but it is notable
that

oὄ felicitas Ἰἷatuὄἷὅ in ἴoth paὅὅagἷὅμ ἢompἷiuὅ’ felicitas, praised throughout

ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh (λ, ἀκ, ἂἅ, ἂκ), ὄightly Ἰounἶ itὅ way into Dio’ὅ oὄationέ It may ἴἷ a ὅimplἷ
coincidence that the qualities of thἷ iἶἷal gἷnἷὄal in ἕaἴiniuὅ’ ὅpἷἷἵh numἴἷὄ Ἰouὄ, in
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polyὅynἶἷton (

έέέ

έέέ

έέέ

), miὄὄoὄing thἷ

asyndetic group of four virtues in Cicero (scientiam rei militaris, uirtutem, auctoritatem,
felicitatem)έ What iὅ ἵlἷaὄ, in any ἵaὅἷ, iὅ that thἷ aὄgumἷntὅ aἶἶuἵἷἶ ἴy Dio’ὅ ἕaἴiniuὅ in ἄἅ
BC are a close match for those we recognise from Cicero in the debate of the following year.
χἸtἷὄ a ὅhoὄt ἴὄiἶging ὅἷntἷnἵἷ, ἕaἴiniuὅ’ rogatio proceeds to its next point. As with
the previous passage, what Dio produces appears again to be a compression of Ciceronian
arguments made in 66 BC, again preserving the rhetorical strategies originally employed:
,

qui e ludo atque e pueritiae disciplinis bello
maximo atque acerrimis hostibus ad patris
exercitum atque in militiae disciplinam
profectus est, qui extrema pueritia miles in
ν
exercitu summi fuit imperatoris, ineunte
adulescentia
maximi
ipse
exercitus
,
,
, imperator, qui saepius cum hoste conflixit
quam quisquam cum inimico concertauit,
,
plura bella gessit quam ceteri legerunt, pluris
prouincias confecit quam alii concupiuerunt,
cuius adulescentia ad scientiam rei militaris
non alienis praeceptis sed suis imperiis, non
ν
offensionibus belli sed uictoriis, non
Cass. Dio 36.28.2–3 stipendiis sed triumphis est erudita.
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 28
ν

,

ν
,

But he, whom you chose to command as a
youth, you will ὄἷjἷἵt now that hἷ’ὅ a gὄown
man? He, to whom as an eques you entrusted
those wars, you will not entrust this
campaign now that hἷ’ὅ a ὅἷnatoὄς Of him
who alone you had need for the emergencies
back then before putting him properly to the
test, will you not now entrust this, an
emergency no smaller than those ones, now
that you have more than sufficiently tested
him? And he, whom you engaged against
Sertorius when not yet able to hold a
magistracy, you will not now send against the
pirates now that hἷ’ὅ a ἵonὅulaὄς

Who set out from school and juvenile
education for his Ἰathἷὄ’ὅ aὄmy anἶ thἷ
discipline of the camp in the midst of the
greatest war and fiercest foes; who became
the soldier of the greatest general when in the
height of boyhood, then himself became the
general of a great army upon attaining
adolescence; who fought with the enemy
more often than any other, waged more wars
than others have even read about, subdued
more provinces than others have dreamed of;
whose youth was trained to military matters
not ἴy anothἷὄ’ὅ pὄἷἵἷptὅ, ἴut ἴy hiὅ own
commands.

In both excerpts the rhetorical technique deployed is anaphora in the relative pronouns

anἶ

qui, in a tetracolon in both instances. The repetition of the pronouns is also matched by some
polyptoton ( , ,

,

ν qui, cuius). It seems an unusual coincidence that in each case the

repetition and case-variation of the pronoun should occur in the same argumentative thought,
whἷὄἷ ἕaἴiniuὅ anἶ ἑiἵἷὄo Ἰoἵuὅ on thἷ ἷxἵἷptionality oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἵaὄἷἷὄ in hiὅ youth—a
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ἶἷvἷlopmἷnt oἸ thἷ aὄgumἷnt oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ recusatio found also in Cicero. The progression
of the argument between these passages and those that preceded it (quoted above) is also
ἴὄoaἶly ἵonὅonantμ juὅt unἶἷὄ halἸ oἸ Dio’ὅ rogatio of Gabinius (36.27.5–28.3) is modelled
closely on sections 27–ἀκ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὅpeech, and adduces specific arguments and rhetorical
figures in the order in which they occurred there.
Cicero additionally appealed to Roman self-interest in his advocacy of the lex
Manilia, an appἷal that Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh oἸ ἕaἴiniuὅ again ὄἷpἷatὅέ ἑiting the precedent of
ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἷaὄliἷὄ ὅuἵἵἷὅὅἷὅ, ἑiἵἷὄo aὅὅuὄἷἶ thἷ Quirites that nonἷ ἵoulἶ ἶouἴt ‘quam facile
imperio atque exercitu socios et uectigalia conseruaturus sit.’47 Similaὄly, Dio’ὅ ἕaἴiniuὅ
lauἶὅ thἷ gἷnἷὄal’ὅ pὄovἷn aἴility ‘
’ in pὄἷviouὅ ἵommanἶὅέ48 Thiὅ Ἰoἵuὅ on ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἵapaἵity to
pὄἷὅἷὄvἷ anἶ maintain Romἷ’ὅ alliἷὅ anἶ ὄἷvἷnuἷὅ iὅ the last of five points—including the
gἷnἷὄal’ὅ felicitas, his uniqueness, the imperative to support him unanimously, and the glory
of his career even from youth—aἶvanἵἷἶ in ἢompἷiuὅ’ Ἰavouὄ ἴy ἑiἵἷὄo in ἄἄ ἐἑέ χll Ἰivἷ
are reproduced by Cassius Dio in the rogatio of 67 BC.
Of course there is an irony in having Gabinius, of all people, play the part of Cicero:
his distaste for the tribune was marked.49 Dio’ὅ ἶiὅlikἷ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo himὅἷlἸ waὅ ἷὃually ὅtὄongμ
in a long tiὄaἶἷ hἷ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅ thἷ oὄatoὄ aὅ ‘thἷ gὄἷatest boaster of all men alive . . . boorish
and hateful, and as such envied and deὅpiὅἷἶ ἷvἷn ἴy thoὅἷ hἷ haἶ onἵἷ plἷaὅἷἶ’έ50 Perhaps
the historian was playing with Cicero by placing his arguments and language into the mouth
of someone he vigorously opposed. Sallust has Catilina harangue his supporters with the
phὄaὅἷ ‘quae quo usque tandem patiemini, o fortissumi uiri?’—an ironic refashioning of the
opening of the First Catilinarian.51 Possibly Dio was enjoying a similar jeu d’esprit. But the
lengthy speech of Catulus against the lex Gabinia that closes the debate suggests otherwise. It
ὅhowὅ that Dio’ὅ pὄinἵipal ἵonἵἷὄn waὅ to givἷ a ὅnapὅhot oἸ thἷ aἵtual ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄ oἸ thἷ
ἶἷἴatἷ ὅuὄὄounἶing thἷ iὅὅuἷ oἸ ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ in thἷ ἄίὅμ ἕaἴiniuὅ aὅ rogator could not
be eclipsed from the discussion, and Cicero simply provided the best evidence for the sort of
content that might be appropriate.
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Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 45.
Cass. Dio 36.28.1.
49
cf. nn. 51–3.
50
Cass. Dio 38.12.4–7.
51
Sall. Cat. 20.9 with Cic. Cat. 1.1: quo usque tandem abutere, Catilina, patientia nostra?
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Whether the historical Catulus actually spoke is unclear. We know that both Catulus
and Hortensius publicly opposed the lex Manilia,52 and that Hortenius spoke against
ἕaἴiniuὅ’ pὄopoὅal a yἷaὄ ἷaὄliἷὄέ53 But Barbara Rodgers argues that all historians, including
Dio, were wrong in giving Catulus a public role in the debates of 67 BC. 54 Although Cicero
in the De imperio mἷntionὅ ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ’ aἵtivity in thἷ ἶiὅἵuὅὅion oἸ that yἷaὄ, hἷ ὅἷἷmὅ to
make no reference to Catulus, apparently citing only his objections to the lex Manilia of the
ἵuὄὄἷnt yἷaὄ, ἄἄ ἐἑέ χὅ ὅuἵh, wἷ might aὅὅumἷ that hἷ ἶiἶ not ὅpἷakέ Roἶgἷὄ’ὅ viἷw haὅ
been rightly challenged (Coudry forthcoming; also Morstein-Marx 2004: 181), based, as it is,
upon the questionable assumption that Cicero would have cited Catulus had he also been a
member of the opposition to the lex Gabinia tooέ ἐut ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ἷxplanation oἸ ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ’ ὄolἷ
in 67 BC extends to no more than two fairly brief comments: clearly he did not intend to give
a ἵompὄἷhἷnὅivἷ ovἷὄviἷw oἸ thἷ ἶἷἴatἷ ὅuὄὄounἶing ἕaἴiniuὅ’ lawέ Roἶgἷὄὅ’ ὅἷἵonἶ point,
that whἷn ἑiἵἷὄo Ἰinally ὃuotἷὅ ἑatuluὅ’ oἴjἷἵtionὅ to ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ hἷ iὅ ‘ἵlἷaὄly
ἶἷὅἵὄiἴing a vἷὄy ὄἷἵἷnt ἷvἷnt’ (iέἷέ ἄἄ ἐἑ on thἷ lex Manilia), is also moot. There is nothing
in the quotation to suggest that Catulus had just spoken; if there is, Rodgers does not specify
what (Rodgers 2008: 289; Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 63–64). His opposition could just as easily
have been voiced in 67 BC, as all our sources attest.
Dio uses his Catulus as a catch-all opponἷnt to ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἷxtὄaoὄἶinaὄy ἵommanἶὅ,
representing through him the points made by Hortensius in 66 BC and probably Q. Lutatius
Catulus himself a year earlier. If either published their speeches we have no trace of them:
Cicero neither mentions such texts in the Brutus nor considered Catulus in numero oratorum
(Cic. Brut. 133, 222). In fact, Cassius Dio did not need them, since the De imperio contains
ample evidence of the case that they put. According to Cicero, Catulus and Hortensius made
four arguments: 1) that great power ought not to be entrusted to one man alone; 2) that this
principle ought to apply even to the most exceptional statesman; 3) that such extraordinary
commands would contravene the mores maiorum; and 4) that it was inappropriate to bestow
power upon a priuatus rather than an existing promagistrate.
Dio reconstructs all four for inclusion into the oration he gives to Catulus against the
lex Gabinia. It is important to note here that in the Roman History these arguments are
paἵkagἷἶ, ὄhἷtoὄiἵally, in a mannἷὄ ἷntiὄἷly oἸ thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ own ἶἷviὅingέ Unἶἷὄὅtanἶaἴly
ὅoν Dio ἶiἶ not havἷ aἵἵἷὅὅ to ἑatuluὅ’ ὄhἷtoὄiἵal ὅtὄatἷgy in ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ tἷxt, ἴut mἷὄἷly
52

Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 51.
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 52.
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Rodgers 2008: 289–300. Cf. Cass. Dio 36.36; Plut. Pomp. 25.5–6; Val. Max. 8.15.9 ; Vell. Pat. 2.32.1–3;
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testimonies to the specific points he had raised. Of these four points, the first occurs
immediately after a short proemium in which Catulus underlines his concern for the public
welfare, repeating this later in the speech as well:

έ

έέέ

quid ait Hortensius? si uni omnia tribuenda
sint, dignissimum esse Pompeium, sed ad
unum tamen omnia deferri non oportere
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 52

Q. Catuli . . . qui cum dissuadens legem in
contione dixisset esse quidem praeclarum
uirum Cn. Pompeium, sed nimium iam iberae
, rei publicae, neque omnia in uno reponenda
adiecissetque.
;
Cass. Dio 36.31.3, 36.35.1
Vell.Pat. 2.32
First and foremost, then—and most
importantly—I say that we should never
entrust such great commands to a single man,
one after another. man, one after another. For
this is forbidden under the law . . .

What does Hortensius say? That if all things
should be entrusted to one man, Pompey
would be the most worthy of all, but
nevertheless, these should not be conferred
upon a sole individual.

For who does not know that it is neither
appropriate nor beneficial to entrust these
affairs to one man, and for one person to
become master over all our current affairs—
even if he be the finest man of all?

When speaking in opposition to the law,
Catulus said in the contio that Gnaeus
Pompey was indeed a great man, but already
too great for a free Republic, and that all
powers should not be placed in one man

From Cicero we can be reasonably confident that in 66 BC, Hortensius objected to the lex
Manilia on the principle of avoiding concentrations of sole power, and that he made a
particular concession: that if this were appropriate, Pompeius would be the most worthy of
all, ἴut it ὅhoulἶ ἴἷ avoiἶἷἶ nἷvἷὄthἷlἷὅὅέ Stὄikingly, Dio’ὅ ἑatuluὅ not only ὄἷpὄoἶuἵes the
general principle, but the concession as well: the proposed measure ought to be avoided even
if Pompeius were the most worthy to enjoy it. It is entirely possible that the historian drew
inὅpiὄation Ἰὄom Vἷllἷiuὅ ἢatἷὄἵuluὅ’ ὄἷpoὄt oἸ ἑatuluὅ, who advocates the general principle
of power-sharing.55 But only Cicero, among several ancient accounts of the debate, cites
ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ’ concessio (dignissimum esse Pompeium) as well as his general principle, a
pairing that only Dio reproduces.
There was then the problem of ancestral custom. Cicero does not state explicitly that
ἷithἷὄ ἑatuluὅ oὄ ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ oἴjἷἵtἷἶ to ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἵommanἶὅ on thἷ gὄounἶὅ oἸ thἷ mores
55

Vell. Pat. 2.32: neque omnia in uno reponenda adiecissetque.
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maiorum. However, his defensiveness on this point suggests that his opponents had raised
precisely that ἵontἷntionέ ἐἷginning a Ἰinal ὅἷἵtion oἸ hiὅ ὅpἷἷἵh to ἶἷal with ἑatuluὅ’
arguments, Cicero opens with a defensive call to preserve established traditions (ne quid noui
fiat contra exempla atque instituta maiorum), and later suggests more clearly that Catulus had
objected to any further innovations (in ipso Cn. Pompeio in quo noui constitui nihil uolt Q.
Catulus).56 It seems likely that the mores maiorum were, in historical reality, grounds for
ἑatuluὅ’ oppoὅitionέ Thἷ pὄoἴlἷm ἶoἷὅ not Ἰinἶ itὅ way into our other accounts of the
Gabinian and Manilian laws—Plutarch, Valerius Maximus, Velleius Paterculus, and
Sallust—ἴut iὅ ἵἷὄtainly hintἷἶ in ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ tὄἷatmἷnt anἶ ἶἷvἷlopἷἶ moὄἷ Ἰully in Dio’ὅ
dissuasio. In the Roman History, Catulus is made to argue that lengthy periods of command
ἷὄoἶἷ gἷnἷὄalὅ’ ὄἷὅpἷἵt Ἰoὄ anἵἷὅtὄal ἵuὅtomὅ (

), anἶ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷnt a

dissolution of traditional systems of office-holἶing (

)έ57

One view holds that thἷὅἷ ὅἷntimἷntὅ in Dio wἷὄἷ ‘ὅtanἶaὄἶ optimatἷ aὄgumἷntὅ’μ58
implicitly, therefore, it would not be difficult for an Imperial author to fabricate such material
without a source. This may be so, but the number of parallels between Dio and the De
imperio suggests otherwise; and if the historian did elaborate this argument from his own
knowledge of the era, then the fact that he got it right invites us to reconsider our Imperial
ἕὄἷἷk hiὅtoὄianὅ’ awaὄἷnἷὅὅ oἸ thἷ aὄgumἷntὅ to whiἵh δatἷ Rἷpuἴliἵan optimates could
resort.
A further optimate argument concerned respect for the elected magistrates over
priuati, anἶ thiὅ appἷaὄὅ to ἴἷ a Ἰinal point oἸ ἵontaἵt ἴἷtwἷἷn Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh anἶ thἷ
dissuasiones oἸ ἄἅ ἐἑ, aὅ lἷaὅt in ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ tἷllingέ In thἷ ὅἷἵtion oἸ hiὅ oὄation ἶἷvotἷἶ
specifically to Catuluὅ’ oἴjἷἵtionὅ (ἃλ–ἄἁ), ἑiἵἷὄo ὅuggἷὅtὅ that ἢompἷiuὅ’ poὅition aὅ a
private citizen had been a point of controversy at several points throughout his career:
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Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 60.
Cass. Dio 36.31.4, 36.33.3.
58
Leach 1978: 68.
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quid tam nouum quam adulescentulum priuatum exercitum difficili rei publicae
tempore conficere? confecit . . . quid tam inusitatum quam ut, cum duo consules
clarissimi fortissimique essent, eques Romanus ad bellum maximum
formidolosissimumque pro consule mitteretur? missus est. quo quidem tempore cum
esset non nemo in senatu qui diceret 'non oportere mitti hominem priuatum pro
consule,' L. Philippus dixisse dicitur non se illum sua sententia pro consule sed pro
consulibus mittere.59
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 61–62
If Cicero can be trusted, two points emerge clearly from this passage. The most obvious is
that ἢompἷiuὅ’ ὅtatuὅ aὅ a priuatus had concerned the more conservative voices in the Senate
during the debate surrounding his command against Sertorius, when L. Philippus made his
famous quip around 78 BC. But it further suggests that similar objections had been voiced in
67 BC. Now, no one can possibly have opposed the lex Manilia in 66 BC on the grounds that
Pompeius was a private citizen, since he was not one. If the objection was raised by Catulus,
it has to have been in the previous year, when the label priuatus did apply. Why else should
Cicero labour the point? Not only does he raise it here, in a section of his speech specifically
ἶἷvotἷἶ to ἑatuluὅ’ auctoritas et sententia, but he additionally argues earlier that Pompeius
woulἶ ἴἷ thἷ iἶἷal ἵommanἶἷὄ againὅt εithὄiἶatἷὅ ‘ἷvἷn iἸ hἷ wἷὄἷ a priuatus’έ60 Cicero
appἷaὄὅ to havἷ ἴἷἷn ἶiὅἵὄἷἶiting ἑatuluὅ’ authoὄity—even by refuting arguments he used a
year previously—in oὄἶἷὄ to win thἷ ἵaὅἷ in ἄἄ ἐἑέ In othἷὄ woὄἶὅ, ‘hἷ waὅ wὄong ἴἷἸoὄἷ,
anἶ hἷ’ὅ wὄong now.’ Wἷ may wἷll takἷ thiὅ aὅ ἷviἶἷnἵἷ that ἑatuluὅ did speak against the
lex Gabinia in 67 BC.61 In any case, the line of argument against priuati attested by Cicero in
thἷ ἵontἷxt oἸ ἅκ anἶ pὄoἴaἴly ἄἅ ἐἑ iὅ again ὄἷpὄoἶuἵἷἶ in Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh oἸ ἑatuluὅέ χἸtἷὄ
his defence of the mores, thἷ ἵonὅulaὄ goἷὅ on to waὄn againὅt ‘ἷntὄuὅting nothing to thoὅἷ
elected by law, but instead assigning some strange and to this point unheard-of command to a
private individual (

).’62 In this, as with anxieties about the mores maiorum and the

distribution of power, Dio seems to have attempted to align his own dissuasio with the
conservative arguments marshalled againὅt ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ aὅ ὄἷpoὄtἷἶ (oὄ ἶiὅtoὄtἷἶ) in
ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ De imperio.

‘What could be so novel as for a little stripling of a private citizen to enlist an army in a time of difficulty for
the Republic? He enlisted it . . . what was ever so unusual as a situation in which, when there were already two
highly distinguished and brave consuls, a Roman eques should be sent as proconsul to a most important and
formidable war? He was sent. And indeed, when at that time there was a certain someone in the Senate who said
‘we should not send a priuatus as a proconsul’, it’ὅ ὅaiἶ that δuἵiuὅ ἢhilippuὅ ὄἷὅponἶἷἶ that, in hiὅ viἷw,
ἢompἷiuὅ ὅhoulἶ ἴἷ ὅἷnt not Ἰoὄ a pὄoἵonὅul ἴut Ἰoὄ ἴoth thἷ ἵonὅulὅ thἷmὅἷlvἷὅ’έ
60
Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 50.
61
Pace Rodgers (2008).
62
Cass. Dio 36.33.4.
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Thἷ ἷὅὅἷntial kἷὄnἷl oἸ ἑatuluὅ’ aὄgumἷntὅ, thἷn, waὅ ἸaithἸully ὄἷpὄoἶuἵἷἶ in Dio’ὅ
version of the speech. But rhetorical persona and strategy, which we have seen Dio attempt to
mimic in the cases of Pompeius and Gabinius, raise further questions. To turn to persona, the
ἵonὅἷὄvativἷ poὅition takἷn ἴy Dio’ὅ ἑatuluὅ iὅ lἷὅὅ than ὅuὄpὄiὅing givἷn Dio’ὅ ὅouὄἵἷ
material and the wider literary tradition which depicted him as the ideal Republican.63 But it
seems that the historian, whether by coincidence or intent, also captured in his dissuasio some
oἸ what wἷ know aἴout Qέ δutatiuὅ ἑatuluὅ’ mannἷὄ oἸ aἶἶὄἷὅὅing thἷ pἷoplἷέ In thἷ Pro
Sestio, ἑiἵἷὄo pὄaiὅἷὅ ἑatuluὅ’ Ἰὄἷἷ anἶ opἷn mannἷὄ oἸ ἵriticising the rashness of the people
and the mistakes of the Senate (libere reprehendere et accusare populi non numquam
temeritatem solebat aut errorem senatus).64 This is certainly reflected in the brief
intὄoἶuἵtion to ἑatuluὅ’ oὄation in Dioμ unlikἷ ἢompἷiuὅ anἶ ἕaἴiniuὅ, oὄ inἶἷἷἶ all oἸ Dio’ὅ
other Republican orators, Catulus makes no attempt to ingratiate himself, but opens instead
with a stern admonishment to the Quirites:

,

,

,

:
έ έ έ65
Cass. Dio 36.31.1
This is hardly an ingratiating captatio beneuolentiae, and indeed it was not supposed to be
onἷέ That Dio’ὅ ἑatuluὅ ὅhoulἶ ἴἷgin ἴy oppoὅing thἷ temeritas populi with his own frank
ἵalm putὅ thἷ Ἰiniὅhing touἵh to Dio’ὅ ὄἷpὄoἶuἵtion oἸ thἷ hiὅtoὄiἵal ὅituationμ Dio ὄἷpliἵatἷὅ
not only the arguments used, but the oratorical style of the speaker who delivered them.
Whἷn ἑaὅὅiuὅ Dio ὄἷὅἷaὄἵhἷἶ thἷ ἶἷἴatἷὅ ὅuὄὄounἶing ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ in ἄἅ anἶ ἄἄ ἐἑ, hἷ
saw three oratorical personalities: the dissembling beneficiary willing to rehearse his military
achievements for popular support, the corrupt tribune happy to play the demagogue, and the
staunch Republican willing to tell the people what they did not wish to hear. These seem like
stock characterisations, but then these are characterisations of Pompeius, Gabinius, and
Catulus which began in Late Republican literature. We are, of course, as reliant upon Cicero
for this picture as Dio probably was. But by combining this attention to oratorical persona
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Cic. Brut. 133, 122, Phil. 2.21, De imp. Cn. Pomp. 51, Red. sen. 9; Vell. Pat. 2.31–32; Plut. Pomp. 17.3; Cass.
Dio 36.30.5, 37.46.3.
64
Cic. Sest. 122; also Verr. 1.44.
65
‘For me it is necessary to say everything plainly and frankly all that which I know to be of benefit to the state;
and it is fitting for you to listen calmly to this advice and only then deliberate afterward. For if you raise an
uproar, I suspect that you will fail to hear useful information which you could otherwise have learned.’
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with thἷ aἵtual aὄgumἷntὅ Ἰoὄ anἶ againὅt ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἵommanἶὅ uὅἷἶ in the period, the
historian aligns his version of the debate surrounding the lex Gabinia closely with the
contemporary evidence.
As for rhetorical strategies, the evidence probably was not available. In Pompeius and
Gabinius we have seen Dio using particular rhetorical techniques—anaphora, polyptota,
aporia, and possibly brachylogy and tetracola—to emphasise the same arguments for which
thἷy wἷὄἷ ἶἷployἷἶ ἴy ἑiἵἷὄoέ Thἷ ὅimplἷ ὄἷaὅon that thiὅ ἶoἷὅ not oἵἵuὄ in ἑatuluὅ’ ὅpἷἷἵh
is that the historian did not havἷ aἵἵἷὅὅ to ἑatuluὅ’ ὄhἷtoὄiἵal ὅtὄatἷgyμ all hἷ haἶ waὅ
tἷὅtimoniἷὅ oἸ hiὅ anἶ ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ’ aὄgumἷntὅ, paὄaphὄaὅἷἶ ἴy ἑiἵἷὄo in thἷ De imperio. As
such, while the speeches of Pompeius and Gabinius reflect the points raised in support of the
Manilian law and some of the rhetorical figures used by Cicero to make those points, the
dissuasio oἸ ἑatuluὅ iὅ a ὄἷἵonὅtὄuἵtion oἸ ἑatuluὅ’ anἶ ώoὄtἷnὅiuὅ’ ἵaὅἷ, ὄhἷtoὄiἵally
elaborated in its entirety by the historian himself.
Thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ pὄaἵtiἵἷ ἷlὅἷwhἷὄἷ is strikingly similar. As I have already mentioned,
it haὅ long ἴἷἷn ὄἷἵogniὅἷἶ that thἷ polἷmiἵ oἸ Dio’ὅ ἑiἵἷὄo againὅt εέ χntoniuὅ at thἷ ἷnἶ
of Book 45, addressed to Q. Fufius Calenus, ultimately derives—directly or indirectly—from
the Philippics. In the dramatic context—the Senate meeting of 1–3 January 43—Antonius is
away in ἕaul, anἶ thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ vἷὄὅion oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ invἷἵtivἷ ὅἷtὅ oἸἸ a ἵhain oἸ ἶἷἴatἷμ Ἰiὄὅt
ἑalἷnuὅ’ long anἶ aἵὄimoniouὅ ὄἷὅponὅἷ, anἶ thἷn a ὅummaὄy oἸ a further altercatio between
the two which wasted the remainder of the day. It is an exaggeration to suggest that Dio was
so faithful to his source that he gives virtually a Greek translation of Cicero, 66 and scholars
may have overestimated the intellectual effort Dio applied to the task by suggesting that he
compressed all fourteen oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ againὅt χntoniuὅ into a ὅinglἷ ὅἷt-piece.67 But
what the historian certainly does provide is an elaboration of the arguments used by Cicero in
the Second Philippic, transposed to the context of the Fifth Philippic in his narrative of the
beginning of January 43 BC, and with the addressee of the Eighth Philippic, Calenus.
As with the speeches of Pompeius and Gabinius on the lex Gabinia, Dio clearly paid
attention to the argumentative strategy pursued by Cicero, at least in the Second Philippic, as
well as to some of its rhetorical packaging. To turn to the former, it is remarkable that Dio
preserved not only the particular arguments used by Cicero in the Second Philippic in his
own invective, but also the order in which these were made, indicating close reliance on the
text:
66
67

Fischer 1870: 27.
Fischer 1870: 1–28; Gowing 1992: 238 n. 34
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Cassius Dio
χntoniuὅ iὅ a

Second Philippic
(ἂἃέἀίέἂ)

His banditryμ

Antonius is a hostis patriae (2.2)
(ἂἃέἀίέἂ)

His banditry: beneficium latronum (2.5)

Editing ἑaἷὅaὄ’ὅ ἶoἵumἷntὅ (ἂἃέἀἁέἄ)

Eἶiting ἑaἷὅaὄ’ὅ ἶoἵumἷntὅ (ἀέκ)

Prostitution in his youth (45.26.2)

Prostitution in his youth (2.45)

Praeteritio of that detail (45.26.2)

Praeteritio of that detail (2.47)

Romp in Italy with pimps (45.28.2)

Romp in Italy with pimps (2.58)

Disgracing the lictors (45.28.2)

Disgracing the lictors (2.58)

Vomiting in the tribunal (45.28.2)

Vomiting in the tribunal (2.63)

Purchased Pompἷiuὅ’ ἷὅtatἷ (ἂἃέἀκέἁ)

ἢuὄἵhaὅἷἶ ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἷὅtate (2.64)

Public grief at the auction (45.28.3)

Public grief at the auction (2.64)

Squandering Pompeiuὅ’ pὄopἷὄty (ἂἃέἀκέἂ)

Sὃuanἶἷὄing ἢompἷiuὅ’ pὄopἷὄty (ἀέἄἄ)

Antonius as Charybdis (45.28.4)

Antonius as Charybdis (2.66)

Paraleipsis to the Civil War (45.29)

Paraleipsis to the Civil War (2.70)

Naked harangue at Lupercalia (45.30.1)

Naked harangue at Lupercalia (2.85)

His crowning of Caesar (45.31.3)

His crowning of Caesar (2.86)

And without popular consent (45.32.1–2)

And without popular consent (2.86)

Cic. wishes he were a tyrannicide (45.41.1)

Cic. wishes he were a tyrannicide (2.25)

Antonius indirectly responsible (45.41.1)

Antonius indirectly responsible (2.34)

χntoniuὅ’ ἵowaὄἶiἵἷ (ἂἃέἂΰέΰ)

Antoniuὅ’ ἵowaὄἶiἵἷ (ἀέἁἃ)

Did not inherit from his father (45.47.3)

Did not inherit from his father (2.42)

But from those he barely knew (45.47.3)

But from those he barely knew (2.41)

Thἷ ἷὅὅἷntial ἷlἷmἷntὅ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ polἷmiἵ and the version created by Dio for his Roman
History are identical, and unfold in the same sequence. This is particularly pronounced for the
matἷὄial up to χntoniuὅ’ ἵoὄonation oἸ ἑaἷὅaὄ at thἷ Lupercalia (45.31.3-45.32.2 = 2.86), at
which point Dio appears to loop back to an earlier point in the Second Philippic (2.25-42) for
thἷ matἷὄial on ἑaἷὅaὄ’ὅ aὅὅaὅὅination anἶ thἷ ὃuἷὅtion oἸ inhἷὄitanἵἷὅέ
Somἷ oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ ὄhἷtoὄiἵal ὅtylἷ alὅo Ἰounἶ itὅ way into Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵhέ χἸtἷὄ
mἷntioning thἷ ὄumouὄὅ ὅuὄὄounἶing χntoniuὅ’ youthἸul pὄoὅtitution, Ἰoὄ ἷxamplἷ, Dio
ἵlἷaὄly ὄἷtainὅ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ uὅἷ oἸ praeteritio (
= sed iam stupra et flagitia omittamus) to movἷ on to χntoniuὅ’ ἵaὄouὅἷ in thἷ
countryside with his fellow debauchees, justifying the omission for reasons of modesty and
136

shame (

= sunt quaedam quae honeste

non possum dicere).68 Similarly, both orators use paraleipsis to tὄanὅition Ἰὄom χntoniuὅ’
personal life to his public infractions during the Civil Waὄ (

ο sed omitto

ea peccata),69 anἶ ὄἷἵoὄἶ with ὅhoἵk that χntoniuὅ ‘ἶaὄἷἶ’ to puὄἵhaὅἷ ἢompἷiuὅ’ ἷὅtatἷ
(

= auderet accedere), ἶἷὅἵὄiἴing thἷ ‘gὄoan’ oἸ thἷ pἷoplἷ at thἷ ὅight

(

= gemitus tamen populi Romani liber fuit).70 For such

parallels to be coincidental would be remarkable indeed; Dio clearly modelled his invective
of Cicero upon the Second Philippic in argument, structure, and phrasing.
Thἷ way in whiἵh Dio ἵompoὅἷἶ hiὅ ‘ἢhilippiἵ’ iὅ thuὅ ἴὄoaἶly ἵompaὄaἴlἷ to thἷ
speeches of Pompeius and Gabinius. Dio took an original Ciceronian oration and used it to
refashion the argumentative and rhetorical case put in an analogous historical situation. But
for the response of Q. Fufius Calenus to Cicero—Dio’ὅ ‘χnti-ἢhilippiἵ’—the historian
appears to have followed a different course. This was the task of reconstructing from
testimonies and paraphrases the opposing case, quoted by Cicero in his text—the method Dio
also pursued in the composition of his speech of Catulus, using the De imperio. In the Second
Philippic, Cicero paraphrases fourteen arguments marshalled against him by Antonius in
reply to his First Philippic on 19 September 44 BC: i) that he had violated their friendship; 71
ii) that hἷ haἶ ἴἷἷn ungὄatἷἸul Ἰoὄ χntoniuὅ’ ὄἷtiὄing Ἰὄom thἷ auguὄὅhip ἵontἷὅt in hiὅ
favour;72 iii) that he had takἷn aἶvantagἷ oἸ χntoniuὅ’ beneficia;73 iv) that he had sent him
friendly letters and was now changing face;74 v) that he had demonstrated misconduct in his
consulship;75 vi) that thἷ ἑapitolinἷ haἶ ἴἷἷn Ἰull oἸ aὄmἷἶ ὅlavἷὅ on ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ watἵhν 76 vii)
that hἷ haἶ miὅtὄἷatἷἶ χntoniuὅ’ unἵlἷ, δἷntuluὅν77 viii) that Clodius was slain by his
contrivance;78 ix) that he advised and rejoiced at the death of Milo;79 x) that the alienation of
ἢompἷiuὅ anἶ ἑaἷὅaὄ waὅ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ Ἰault, anἶ ἴy ἷxtἷnὅion thἷ ἑivil Waὄ, too;80 xi) that he
haἶ ὅpuὄὄἷἶ inἶiviἶualὅ on to ἑaἷὅaὄ’ὅ aὅὅaὅὅinationν81 xii) that he was an accomplice in the
68

Cass. Dio 45.26.2 = Cic. Phil. 2.47.
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plot;82 xiii) that he was disliked and as such received few inheritances;83 xiv) and that Cicero
returned from voluntary exile under cover of darkness and in un-Roman dress.84 Strikingly,
oἸ thἷὅἷ Ἰouὄtἷἷn only two ἶo not appἷaὄ in Dio’ὅ invἷἵtivἷ oἸ ἑalἷnuὅ againὅt ἑiἵἷὄoέ
Thἷὄἷ wἷὄἷ oἸ ἵouὄὅἷ gapὅ in thἷ matἷὄialέ Dio’ὅ oὄation oἸ ἑalἷnuὅ, whiἵh ἵovἷὄὅ
twenty-eight chapters (46.1–28), only corresponds cloὅἷly with ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ paὄaphὄaὅἷὅ oἸ
χntoniuὅ’ ἵὄitiἵiὅmὅ in thὄἷἷ ἵonἵἷntὄatἷἶ ἵluὅtἷὄὅέ85 Elsewhere, the historian appears to fill
the speech with general anἶ unὅuἴὅtantiatἷἶ ἵὄitiἵiὅmὅ oἸ thἷ oὄatoὄ’ὅ ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄ (ἂἄέἅ–10), or
a vulgar and graphic excursus on his unexalted background (46.4–7). But such criticisms
wἷὄἷ haὄἶly aliἷn to thἷ ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄ oἸ δatἷ Rἷpuἴliἵan oὄatoὄyμ ὅomἷ oἸ χὅiniuὅ ἢollio’ὅ
comments on Cicero were so crude that even he decided not to circulate them, 86 and Antonius
must have derided Ciἵἷὄo’ὅ ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄέ87 The possible source of the arguments deployed by
Dio’ὅ ἑalἷnuὅ againὅt ἑiἵἷὄo havἷ ἴἷἷn muἵh ἶἷἴatἷἶέ ἕaἴἴa ὅuggἷὅtἷἶ that thἷ hiὅtoὄian
drew the main body from the lost anti-Ciceronian polemics of Asinius Pollio, or the pseudoSallustian Inuectiua in Ciceronem.88 Older scholarship held that Dio drew from the lost texts
of anti-Ciceronian Greek rhetors of the Imperial period; this view is guesswork.89 Plutarch
indicates that Antonius had published his response to the First Philippic on 19 September 44
ἐἑ, anἶ ὅἷἷmὅ to ὅuggἷὅt that hἷ haἶ ὄἷaἶ itμ ἢlutaὄἵh ἵitἷὅ χntoniuὅ’ ἵὄitiἵiὅm oἸ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ
maὄital liἸἷ, a ἶἷtail loὅt to uὅ ἷlὅἷwhἷὄἷ ἴut Ἰoὄ Dio’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh oἸ ἑalἷnuὅ, whἷὄἷ it alὅo
appears.90
These are all possibilities, but the richest and most convenient source of evidence for
χntoniuὅ’ aὄgumἷntὅ againὅt ἑiἵἷὄo in thἷ ἂἂήἂἁ ἐἑ pἷὄioἶ waὅ oἸ ἵouὄὅἷ thἷ tἷxt whiἵh Dio
had open in front of him for his speech of Cicero: the Second Philippic. As Hartvig Frisch has
ἷxpἷὄtly ὅhown, χntoniuὅ’ ἵὄitiἵiὅmὅ aὄἷ plain to ὅἷἷ, ὃuotἷἶ (oὄ miὅὃuotἷἶ) aὅ thἷy aὄἷ in
ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ tἷxt, anἶ thἷ taὅk oἸ ὄἷἵonὅtὄuἵting χntoniuὅ’ pointὅ is less a matter of sophisticated
observation than of stating the obvious.91 If Cassius Dio did read the Second Philippic for his
own speech of Cicero—as seems likely from the overlaps in the argumentative and rhetorical
strategy—then it will also have served, just as the De imperio, as the most convenient source
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of information for the line taken by the anti-ἑiἵἷὄonian ἵaὅἷέ χἶmittἷἶly, thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ
ἶἷἵiὅion to plaἵἷ thἷ hiὅtoὄiἵal χntoniuὅ’ ὄἷὅponὅἷ to thἷ First Philippic in the mouth of
Calenus rather than Antonius himself—who in the depicted context is away in Gaul—or to
ascribe arguments for the lex Manilia to different speakers in the previous year, suggests that
he did not view these speeches as privileged political instruments. He used them to sketch
out, rather than strictly define, the character of political oratory in the Late Republic—and for
us, that is not without its uses.

CONCLUSION

Where the source material was sufficiently rich, the nature of the arguments deployed in
response to a particular issue in the Late Republic appears to have been of greater concern to
Cassius Dio than the particular circumstances of their historical delivery. This was as true for
thἷ ἶἷἴatἷὅ ὅuὄὄounἶing ἢompἷiuὅ’ powἷὄ (anἶ ἷxἵἷὅὅivἷ pἷὄὅonal powἷὄ moὄἷ gἷnἷὄally) in
the 60s as it was for the problem of licentia oὄ unὄἷὅtὄainἷἶ

on thἷ Senate floor in

the 40s.92 Dio ἶiὄἷἵtly ἵonὅultἷἶ ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ De imperio and Second Philippic, drawing from
these the essential argumentative outline and, where useful or convenient for him, preserving
also the structure. He mutilated the precise historical situation of these speeches in a manner
that poses peculiar challenges for modern historians. But at the same time, Dio shows a
surprising alertness to the need to communicate, faithfully if not verbatim, what was said—
not only by exceptional cases such as Cicero, but also by Calenus, Catulus, and Hortensius.
ἐy uὅing ἵontἷmpoὄaὄy Rἷpuἴliἵan ἷviἶἷnἵἷ oἸ oὄatoὄy aὅ a ἴaὅiὅ Ἰoὄ thἷ
oἸ hiὅ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ on thἷ lex Gabinia oὄ ‘ἢhilippiἵ’ ἷxἵhangἷ, Dio waὅ not nἷἵἷὅὅaὄily
doing anything radically new; that practice was already being followed by Tacitus and
Arrian, and probably much earlier by Sallust. The historiographical practice of finding and
re-elaborating arguments is therefore easy to identify long before Cassius Dio, even if the
scope and prevalence of that practice in the corpus is opaque. Indeed, it is generally difficult
to undertake the mode of Quellenkritik pursued here. We of course only know that Tacitus,
Arrian, and Sallust re-elaborated contemporary testimonies of oratory into their own speeches
because those testimonies have happened to survive. But their method, and Dio’ὅ, with
speeches was assuredly more widespread than the exiguous evidence permits us to conclude.
After all, the exercise in chreia or re-elaborated quotation was a fundamental part of
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rhetorical education in the Imperial period (the progymnasmata)—certainly for Tacitus,
Arrian, and Dio; probably also for Sallust and pre-Imperial historians.93 The rhetorical
‘ἵuὄὄiἵulum’ of this time thus trained authors to redeploy the words and sayings of great men
into different contexts. We should not be surprised if this is what they then went on to do.
The forthcoming findings of the Fragments of the Republican Roman Orators project will
undoubtedly expand our access to the kinds of contemporary testimony from which Imperial
Greek historians could draw, and enable further analysis of the credibility and verisimilitude
of their presentation of the world of Republican oratory. But in any case, if ἑaὅὅiuὅ Dio’ὅ
decision to incorporate genuine arguments from an actual occasion of speech is not radically
new (and indeed, possibly more widespread than thought) in terms of historiographical
praxis, then he is more distinctive elsewhere. Particularly striking are his receptiveness to the
way in which public oratory was delivered—rhetorical figures, turns of phrase, oratorical
persona—and his use of a single text as a source of fragments and testimonia for
reconstructing speeches which were inextant or unpublished. Dio was not transcribing
ipsissima uerba, and indeed no historian aimed to do so. Rather, he developed an image of
public speech in the late res publica which adapted a conventional use of sources to
increasingly necessary methods of reconstructing lost material, and a personal interest in not
only what was said, but how it was said.
Cassius Dio may not have been the only Imperial Greek historian of the Republic to
‘ὄἷἵonὅtὄuἵt’ thἷ ἷὅὅἷntial kἷὄnἷl oἸ a ὅpἷἷἵh Ἰὄom ἶoἵumἷntaὄy ἷviἶἷnἵἷ in any ἵaὅἷέ In thἷ
Bellum Ciuile, χppian’ὅ Tiἴἷὄiuὅ ἕὄaἵἵhuὅ iὅ maἶἷ to givἷ two oὄationὅ in ὅuppoὄt oἸ hiὅ
agrarian law of 133 BC (B Civ. 1.9, 1.11). Of course Gracchus will have spoken on the topic
ἶuὄing hiὅ tὄiἴunatἷ, anἶ ὅomἷ oἸ hiὅ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ wἷὄἷ availaἴlἷ in ἑiἵἷὄo’ὅ timἷέ 94 But we now
have frustratingly little evidence, beyond the speeches which Appian composed for him, of
the arguments ἕὄaἵἵhuὅ aἶἶuἵἷἶ Ἰoὄ hiὅ lawέ χppian’ὅ vἷὄὅion oἸ thἷ tὄiἴunἷ’ὅ pἷὄἸormance
in the contio has Gracchus put forward three central justifications for agrarian reform: the
depopulation and poverty of the rural Italian communities;95 the increase in the slave
population engaged in agricultural production, causing under-employment and urbanisation
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among Italians;96 and the general principle that citizens, being preferable in all respects to
slaves, should share common property among themselves.97 χὅ ὅuἵh, χppian’ὅ Gracchus sets
citizens and slaves at variance, and has as his principal motivἷ ‘not wἷalth, ἴut an inἵὄἷaὅἷ oἸ
ἷἸἸiἵiἷnt population’ (

,

)έ98 χppian’ὅ ὅpἷἷἵh iὅ oἴviouὅly

not a transcript. But the main arguments it puts forward are remarkably similar to clues we
see in virtually eyewitness evidence. Plutarch mentions a pamphlet, written by Gaius
Gracchus (probably in the form of a letter to M. Pomponius),99 which he has read, in which
Gaius described the motivations which impelled his older brother to propose agrarian reform.
χἵἵoὄἶing to ἕaiuὅ’ pamphlἷt, ‘whἷn Tiἴἷὄiuὅ ὅaw thἷ ἶἷaὄth oἸ inhaἴitantὅ oἸ thἷ
countryside, and that those engaged in farming or husbandry were all barbarian slaves, he
Ἰiὄὅt ἵonἵἷivἷἶ oἸ hiὅ poliἵyέ’100 Whether Appian took his cue from Plutarch, or even Gaius
ἕὄaἵἵhuὅ’ tὄact directly, is unclear. But unless we are dealing with a spectacular coincidence,
it seems likely that Appian found written testimony of the particular arguments put forward
by Tiberius Gracchus for his agrarian reform and used these as the starting-point for his own
ἵompoὅitionέ ἔuὄthἷὄ ἷxamplἷὅ oἸ thiὅ kinἶ oἸ appὄoximation ἴἷtwἷἷn χppian’ὅ pὄaἵtiἵἷ anἶ
that of Dio could no doubt be found, but cannot be pursued here.
There can be no douἴt that ἑaὅὅiuὅ Dio’ὅ piἵtuὄἷ oἸ δatἷ Rἷpuἴliἵan oὄatoὄy waὅ
subject to his own (occasionally grave) distortions. Cicero, given his particular cachet, may
have been a special case that called for greater faithfulness. This alone should give us pause,
since an oration before the Senate in 44 BC attributed to him by Dio, on an amnesty between
the Caesarian and tyrannicide factions, is otherwise wholly lost to us. Excluding the version
provided by Dio in the Roman History (44.23–ἁἁ), an ‘amnἷὅty-ὅpἷἷἵh’ oἸ ἑiἵero is nowhere
to be found.101 That the orator did indeed deliver such an oration, in a meeting of the Senate
on 17 March, is clear.102 We can also be reasonably certain that Cicero elaborated the
exemplum of the Athenian amnesty of 403 BC at some length—just as he is found to do in
Dio’ὅ vἷὄὅionέ103 Furthermore, the oration in Dio imitates a number of genuine Ciceronian
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concerns, especially the fixation with concordia.104 In viἷw oἸ thἷ hiὅtoὄian’ὅ uὅἷ oἸ thἷ De
imperio and the Philippics, examined above, it may be worthwhile to rethink the longabandoned suggestion of Schwartz that Dio was reproducing, or reconstructing, a now-lost
speech of Cicero from some written testimony.105 If so, this would not be at variance with
Dio’ὅ gἷnἷὄal pὄaἵtiἵἷ with ἑiἵἷὄo—and it would exemplify further the uses to which
Imperial historians may be put in reconstructing the lost oratorical traditions of the Late
Roman Republic.
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